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For the most part we have avoided abbreviations in footnotes, although some classical chapters use standard abbreviations from *L’Année Philologique*, the *Greek-English Lexicon* (LSJ) and the *Oxford Latin Dictionary*. Some of these abbreviations are reproduced below for convenience, along with others which are not listed in those sources.
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Preface

The starting point of this book was a conference on ‘Encyclopaedism before the Enlightenment’ held in St Andrews in June 2007. That event was generously funded by the British Academy. It was also the opening event in a three-year project in St Andrews on ‘Science and Empire in the Roman World’, funded by the Leverhulme Trust. We are very grateful to both. We wish also to thank Margaret Goudie for her hard work in organising the original conference and Katerina Oikonomopolou, who as well as contributing to this volume has been our collaborator for the duration of the project. Like so many of the encyclopaedic projects described in the pages that follow, this one gathered momentum and scale as we learned more and thought harder about the many questions raised on that first occasion. Some of the contributors to this volume spoke at that conference; others were recruited later. We are grateful to all for their hard work, and especially for their willingness to read and comment on each others’ chapters. Special thanks go to Will West for taking on a particularly large volume of that work, and to our St Andrews colleague Christopher Smith for his comments on chapter 2. We are grateful also to Michael Sharp and the anonymous readers for Cambridge University Press, and to Gill Cloke for all her work on copy-editing. Nearly all quotations from languages other than English are translated, but we have occasionally included untranslated or partially translated Latin quotations in footnotes where we feel that they will be of particular interest to specialist readers. We have used the author-date system in references throughout in accordance with Cambridge University Press house style; some contributors have chosen in addition to include the full titles and publication details of medieval and early modern editions in footnotes for clarity. It was another St Andrews colleague Harry Hine who advised us at the start to focus on encyclopaedism as a phenomenon, not on chasing down encyclopaedias. It was good advice, and we are grateful to him for that and for much else.